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Since we first started offering trade-ins we have sold
enough to convince us that this is the most desirable Caller's Mike ... it's the GRAND SLAM on
the market today! It is now our PERMANENT POLICY to offer (in addition to
our established $5 trade-in on your
old microphone)

for your

FREE PLUG SERVICE - See Box Below!

"OLD MIKE"
Send us your old "Mike" and 1111C41
.
Check today and we'll ship the
new "Mike" immediately!

The New E-V Microphone Features:

ELECTRO- VOICE
MODEL NO. 636

•
•
•
•
•
•

"SLIMAIR" DYNAMIC
CHROME FINISH
TILTABLE HEAD
18' CABLE
10'4" LONG
FULLY GUARANTEED

LIST $72. 50

Special $43.50
with your old "Mike"

$3 8 50

FREE PLUG SERVICE
Just tell us the name ur
sound system whet
NO EXTRA your
you order, and we wi;
mount the new ElectroCHARGE
Voice mike with the
proper plug.

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 BROAD STREET

NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
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Dear Arvid:
I knew it! 1 flat knew it! Several
years ago Johnny said, with all this
"stuff" coming out, the next thing you
know they'll have a "Hoop De Doo"
. . . a basic (and we use the term
loosely ) called by the caller, after
which the dancers proceed to execute
a routine . . . which could have been
executed more smoothly, by more
dancers, with the exact same result,
had the call been self-explanatory to
begin with. (Self-explanatory, that was
supposedly the idea of modern Square
Dance calling — remember ? ? ? )
Aww — come on you callers you're kidding. Stop eating those
pickles and ice-cream and pizza before
bedtime, and you won't have those
nightmares.
Bee Schultz,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Dear Arvid:
Thank you so much for the copies
of AMERICAN SQUARES. This is a
very fine magazine. From the first
copy I decided to send my subscription but just didn't get around to it.
But after reading the fine article
by Bernie Egan of Hayward, Calif. I
decided to get on the ball. I don't
want to miss the rest of the article.
The new basics are greatly appreciated; so are the ideas submitted by
various clubs.
Gini Ray,
Castro Valley, Calif.

Sell famous Mason Candies
and in 4 to 15 days
your group can make
$300 to $2,500
For complete information fill in and
mail us the coupon shown. If you decide to go ahead you don't risk a cent,
—you pay nothing in advance. We
supply on consignment your choice
of THREE VARIETIES of famous
Mason Candy. At no extra charge
each package is wrapped with a band
printed with your organization's
name and picture. You pay after you
have sold the candy and return what
you don't sell. Candy is sold at less
than regular retail price. You make
$12.00 on every 30 sales of our
81.00 box (66 2 /3% profit to you
on cost). There's no risk! You can't
lose. Mail in coupon today for information about MASON'S PROTECTED
FUND RAISING DRIVES.

MR. GEORGE RAUSCH, Dept. AJ
Mason, Box 549, Mineola, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

Please send me, without obliga-

tion, information on your Fund Raising Plan.
Name. .
Age if under 21
Address

Dear Arvid:
Organization

I enjoy the magazine very much. I
think that the new Square Dance
Workshop is the best I have ever read.
I enjoy calling them and dancing them
also. Keep up the good work.
Harry Ahlborn,
Alameda, Calif.

Phone
City

State

Mason Candies, Inc., Mineola, LI., N.Y.
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MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1597—Walk On By
Vaughn Parrish, caller. Flip.
1598 Teasin' the Girls
Vaughn Parrish, caller. Flip.
1599 -I Can't Quit
Marshall Flippo, caller. Flip.
1600--If You Knew Susie
Buford Evans, caller. Flip.
1601 --Sukie
Buford Evans, caller. Flip.
1602-- Frankie and Johnny Jolly Polka
Rounds

BLUE
STAR

1136—Four Leaf Clover
Nathan Hale, caller. Flip.
1137—Tuck Me To Sleep
Nathan Hale, caller. Flip.
1138—Jambalaya
Joe Robertson, caller. Flip.

BOGAN

1211—Wooden Heart
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.

BENZ

2211—Johnny Will Swing Time
Harold Bausch, caller.
2210—Instrumental of above

KEENO

1016—Somebody's Taking Your Place
Louis Calhoun, caller. Flip.
1017—When You're Swinging
Tom Mullen, caller Flip.
1018—Near You
Louis Calhoun, caller. Flip.
1019—Everything Is Rosy Now
Tom Mullen, caller.

LORE

45 rpm — $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

MERRBACH
PRESENTS
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE PRESENTS

another smash hlt from Shoo Star

IVIARSIALL
FLIPPO

Calling New Dances

and Old Favorites
:!
.r5ICIE ONE
I Can't Quit

;

SIDE TWO
One Beside You

Who Can

Norman

Don't Be a Baby, Baby

Star Right, Star Bright

Dixie Styles

If the World Keeps on Turning

I Wonder Why

Sea Sick Susie

323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
Marshall Flippo's Second Album of Hits Contains Norman, Don't
LP 1002
Be A Baby, Baby, If the World Keeps on Turning, and some very interesting
patter numbers.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

THE AQUA 13ARNI
When in Seattle for the
World's Fair, make Our
complete Square Dance
Center Your Square
Dance Headquarters.

1111111
WORLDS FAIR
SEATTLE 1962

Square Dance Appal el
and Accessories
Square & Round Dance
Records
Square Dancing every
night (except Sunday)

egA

Plan your vacation so
you can attend the 2nd
Northwest Square Dance Convention
at the World's Fair in Seattle . . .
August 17 & 18, 1962.

NEW SINGING CALL:
Aqua No. 127
BEI MIR BIST DU SCHON
(You Are Grand)
by Doug Anderson, Calgary, Alberta
Watch for the New Viking Series of
authentic, beautiful music recorded in
Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
Available in March on AQUA
For convention registration applications, more information, a map of our
new location, and a schedule of activities, Write to:

THE AQUA BARN
1230 Westlake Ave. N,
Seattle 9, Wash. •- AT-4-9966

TWO CALLER-TEACHER MANUALS
ESSENTIAL FOR ALL LEVELS OF CALLING EXPERIENCE

BY JACK MANN
COMPACT VERSION

ENLARGED EDITION

Comaini o ;ergo aollerlsan of dances
for
reperloire. Syellem 1:4 symbols
for Trolling claneee In elliorthand.
portent palmier' en deelina wiiih
ginner claim. Abundant rxercle■ roe.
ferIal orrehged in lovi,al sequence, for
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$2.00
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JACK MANN, 540 ALCATRAZ, OAKLAND 9, CALIF.

FILL OUT
AND MAIL
Enclose Cash,
Check or
Money Order

plait ENOt1 phraseology for teachfrso
each bask. Important palmists

Please send me a copy of your book as checked

$2.00 P.P.
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BEAUTIFUL WALTZES
FOR FLOATING INTO
SPRING
"THE ONE YOU LOVE"

"ALICE BLUE GOWN" (waltz)

by Ruth and Pete English
of Silver Springs, Md.

by Nita and Manning Smith

"WILL-O-WEE" (two step)

"GAIETY"
("Archie's Melody" — waltz)

by Alis and Dan Pearson
of Edgewood, R.I.

by Bea and Blake Adams
of San Diego, Calif

GR 14037

GR 14038

NOTE: "The One You Love" is a wonderful hesitation waltz

THE GALS ARE REALLY
IN THE CALLING
PICTURE
"HUMDINGER"

"HELLO MARY LOU"

called by Beulah Samec
Staten Island, N.Y.

called by Gloria Rios
Westfield, Mass.

flip instrumental

flip instrumental

TOP 25033

TOP 25034

Manufactured by GRENN. Inc., Box 16, Bath, Ohio

CLUB
BANNERS
MADE EASY AND ATTRACTIVE
by RAY MOEGLICH

Club banners promote your club. If
you have accepted the job of making
a banner for your club, take time with
an experimental plan that can be
sketched on paper. Ask others who are
talented in mechanics, drawing and
lettering to look over your sketch and
ideas.
Evaluate the good and bad points of
possible arrangements of outline
shapes, lettering or emblems, illustrated figures or cartoons, borders, textured fabrics, color and lighting.
Work for effect but keep the design simple and above all keep it readable for the name of your club is the
most important part. To achieve effect select combinations of parts that
will bring out contrasts between them.
The weight and size of the banner
should be convenient to transport in
a car. Know the standard sizes of
your selected materials before you start
the finished product. It also determines the size of banner. A cloth banner rolled up on a mast is the easiest
style for cartage. A drapery rod of
silver or gold with ornate knobs could
serve as the mast.
If your banner design does not have
an elaborate center display it may
help to dress it up with a design outline in the shape of scallops or points.
This edge can then be trimmed in
fringe or colorful trim fabric.

To eliminate the difficult task of
sewing on individual letters and illustrations you can use the iron-on patch
material that can be purchased in
several colors. Make a tracing of the
letters, trace them on the patch material and cut them out with an exacto
knife and scissors. Draw a guide line
on your background fabric with white
chalk, space out the letters and iron
on in place. Individual letters can be
purchased and used in the same manner. These letters come in white, blue
and red.
When banners are made of plywood
or masonite, place a frame around the
edges for protection and to eliminate
warping. To have a large display area
and still have a banner that is easy to
carry, design it so that it has component parts that are easy to assemble into
one effective piece. A banner made up
of two individual parts joined by hinges and opened like a book would give
ample display area and be half size for
carrying. One area might be used for
a bulletin board and the other area
for the banner.
A third dimensional display is always possible when working with
panel material. Here the depth and
shadows play the important roll to
create an illusion and effect. An
(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 38)
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FRANK and CAROLYN HAMILTON

The lack of complete agreement in
regard to Round Dance terminology
and write up methods is quite understandable in an activity as new and as
rapidly expanding as ours. However,
the need for uniformity in such matters is much greater in Round Dancing than it is, for example, in the
ballroom field — where there has always been a marked lack of agreement
among the various commercial schools.
Unlike ballroom teaching methods,
where there is in most cases actual
physical contact between teacher and
pupil, our teaching must be based on
the successful handling of large groups
by using spoken words and written instructions that are concise and descriptive. In our form of dancing,
many people are dancing the same figure at the same time on the same
floor. Individuals in widely scattered
areas must usually learn the popular
rounds from printed instructions published by various record companies,
magazines, and choreographers.
10

Teaching and cuing at large area
gatherings is often provided by instructors who are strangers to most
of the dancers. Their efforts can only
be successful when the terms they
use are "standard" — known to dancers from all areas.
Our "pattern" dancing requires a
common language — that is what we
mean by the term "standardization
terminology." It was fortunate for
Round Dancing that the pioneer efforts of Lloyd Shaw, Ginger Osgood,
and Doc Alumbaugh evolved into the
widely understood and accepted terminology and write up method used
today.
Round Dancing now has the most
effective and universally accepted
standarization of approach to be found
in any comparable field. The advantage lies in its simplicity, brevity, and
clarity of presentation — in a form
currently familiar to everyone in the
Round Dance field.
Any present confusion is due, usual-

"STANDARDIZATION"
OF ROUND DANCE
TERMS AND WRITE-UPS
by FRANK HAMILTON

ly, to the careless or inconsistent use of
what we do have, to outright errors in
presentation or punctuation, or to the
insistence by some on the use of their
own original ideas — rather than on
any inherent weakness in present
forms. While minor changes will be
indicated from time to time, certainly
no other approach has shown any
promise of supplanting what we have
now.
Any drastic re-vamping of our vocabulary or write up form now would

only result in unfortunate controversy among individual leaders or
areas. It would also make meaningless and obsolete the hundreds of published Round Dance instructions for
favorite dances of today and yesterday, since most of these have been published in the present form. It would
result in added confusion for the most
important people in Round Dancing
—the dancers who, having learned one
system, would balk at the necessity of
mastering a whole new language and
format.

Frank and Carolyn are long-time Square Dance leaders who have specialized
in Round Dance instruction since 1948 — recently graduating their 2100th
couple from their 53rd beginners Round Dance class. The Hamiltons especially enjoy fine waltzing and they stress comfortable and conservatively
graceful styling in all their teaching. Frank's third book, ROUND DANCE
MANUAL -- the first complete text on all phases of Round Dancing, is
being published by Sets In Order this month.
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ALTERNATE
FIGURES
by BERNIE EGAN
PART III

Now for the closer. From any figure
that requires a "pass thru to left allemande" the following endings are possible.
Pass thru, split the ring
Four in line you stand
Forward eight and back on out
Arch in the middle, ends turn out
Around one, left allemande . . .
or
Pass thru, split the ring
Four in line you stand
Forward eight and back on out
Arch in the middle, ends turn out
Down the middle, right and left thru
Then cross trail, left allemande . . .
or
Pass thru, split the ring
Four in line you stand
Forward eight and back on out
Arch in the middle, ends turn out
Box the gnat at the head of the set
Pull her by, allemande left . . .
Or

Pass thru split the ring
Around one is what you do
Into the middle, left square thru
Four hands 'round to beat the band
Corners all left allemande . . .
Many alternate or exchange movements can be used in place of a "pass
thru." Here are some examples.
Chain: Basically the same timing.
Star: Basically same movement except
for the courtesy turn at the end of
the chain.
Step Across: Use with discretion especially in singing calls.
Grand Right and Left, Weave the
Ring, Elbow Hook, Double Grand
Right and Left, Daisy Chain, Allemande Thar, Allemande 0, Allemande
12

Balance: Time of execution is not the
same, but the position at the end of
the call is the same. Approximately
half way around the square with
promenade the other half.
From Original Square: 1. Swing opposite, face sides; Split the ring; 2.
Split the ring around two; 3. Split
your corners; or 4. Square thru, split
the sides.
Star In Center, Circle and Star: A star
to a left allemande can be substituted in various places.
Half Square Thru; W birlaway Half
Sashay, Star Thru: Both of these
movements end in idential positions.
Cross Trail Thru; Dixie Chain, Lady
Left, Gent Right: Identical position.
Three-Quarter Square Thru; Right
and Left Thru, Pass Thru: Identical
end position.
Filler or do-nothing movements extend a square or establish position in
the dancers minds. Have the dancers
in the same position at start and finish, ready for a command. Try these
do-nothing movements.
1. Any forward and back movement.
2. Any full circle.
3. One and three pass thru, split the
ring around two.
4. One and three cross trail 'round
one, into middle, cross trail 'round
one.
5. One and three square thru, four
hands 'round, face the middle.
Use these alternate figures and donothing movements to expand your
reservior of dances. Add variety and
interest to your calling.
You can expand your calling repertoire to infinity by using the ideas
expressed in this series of three articles
about alternate figures.

FOLK
DANCE
TUNES
IN
RELIGION
by RAY OLSON

Folk dance tunes have played a large
part in our American culture. Many
of these tunes are a regular part of
our American Heritage. In the early
history of our country, folk dances
were a part of the way of life.
In the early history of the Church,
folk dance tunes were used to convey
a message of hope to the early Christians. Religious words were used to
the various tunes in order to bring the
message closer to home.
Hymns that we are using today are
folk dance tunes of years ago. Religious works were used to make songs
singable in order that everyone could
take part in the services. Previous
to the use of folk tunes, just the higher-ups took a part in the singing. Now
with the use of folk tunes, the common people can take an active part.
Among the better known religious
pieces that are used today and are
composed of old folk tunes is "The
Passion According to St. Matthew"
(1729), written by Johann Sebastian
Bach. Bach used a folk dance tune
or melody five times, altering the
mood each time he used it by changing the key and the harmonization.
Thus, he demonstrated the extreme
usefulness of a melody borrowed from
a folk dance tune and transformed into
an appropriate sacred melody.

Martin Luther used the medium of
folk dance tunes to get across the
message to the people of his day. John
and Charles Wesley did much to utilize
the folk tunes of their day by using
religious words to convey the message
that they were trying to put across in
their methods meetings.
Luther, realizing the usefulness of
Psalms in congregational worship,
translated some of them into German,
using again the folk tunes of the day.
Ireland makes its contribution along
with the Welsh and English. The Polish have contributed much from their
folk tunes and we notice much of
this in the present day carols that we
sing. The folk tunes of Finland, France,
and many other countries have contributed much to our present day
culture.
In a recent poll on what people
consider their favorite hymn, the ones
polled listed "How Great Thou Art"
as their favorite. This hymn replaces
"The Old Rugged Cross" which has
been on top for years. The hymn
"How Great Thou Art" is a comparative newcomer in the U.S. Written in
Sweden in 1885 by Carl Bosberg and
set to an old Swedish folk dance tune,
the hymn was translated into several
European languages, including Russian. Discovered in the Ukraine and
translated by an English missionary,
it was popularized in the U.S. by Evangelist Billy Graham's crusades and
radio programs.
On reiterating the important part
folk tunes have played in our culture
many queries are raised. Some of these
are thought provoking questions that
deserve attention.
Are hymns set to folk dance tunes
lacking in dignity?
Should the use of folk music in
congregational singing be encouraged?
Would this be a method of preserving the best of the past?
Has America made any contributions to the folk song hymnody?
1)
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Every Square Dancer will agree that
Square Dancing is a wonderful recreation. These dancers will also agree
that Square Dancing ought to grow
and grow and grow. But, just how
many dancers actually DO something
to promote Square Dancing?
Many dancers feel that it is the caller's duty to promote Square Dancing.
Others maintain that this job falls to
the publicity chairman. Still other dancers believe that one person can not
effectively promote Square Dancing.
All of these opinions are true — in
part. The caller, publicity chairman
and each dancer, working together,
share the responsibility for promoting
Square Dancing. Effective promotion
depends on cooperation. Each person
must give of his time, energy and talents in order to promote this worthwhile recreation.

DANCING
ent members, and to attract new members.
Utilize every means available to
publicize your public Square Dance
events. Go all out for festivals, benefits, jamborees and public dances. Advertise these big events in local newspapers, on radio and TV (most local
radio and TV stations are glad to make
social announcements during local
news broadcasts) and in regional and
national Square Dance magazines.
Display posters, pass out leaflets
and give comical skits at local clubs to
further publicize your events. Make
certain that every publicity announcement contains all necessary details
plus an invitation to non-dancers to
watch and join in your fun. To attract
out of town dancers hire a nationally
known caller, a live band, or both.

It is essential that Square Dancing
be promoted. If it is not, Square Dancing will soon die out. New members
must constantly be attracted and old
members kept interested in order to
insure a stable membership.

For smaller local events and strictly
home club activities posters, skits, leaflets and newspaper announcements are
usually sufficient. To insure the active
participation of even the most inactive
club members, start a telephone campaign to "Get Out the Inactives."

Promotion is a full time job for
every dancer. All public Square Dance
activities should be conscientiously
planned for the enjoyment of the pres-

The attitude of every dancer is a
very important aspect of effective
Square Dance promotion. Every dancer should not only enjoy his hobby in
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order to promote it, but he should
look like he enjoys it, and say so!
Smiles are contagious. They can generate confidence and start an epidemic
of fun. Enthusiastic conversation about
Square Dance activities can convince
non-dancers to join your fun. Griping
about club affairs is no way to promote
the Square Dance hobby.
Make the atmosphere in your club
friendly. Beginners and potential
dancers will be eager to join a group
that is obviously having a good time,
and which wholeheartedly welcomes
others to join in that fun. The club
officers should be responsible for
greeting any new corners, for introducing them to all other members, and
for getting them dancing.
Each member should, in turn, be a
self appointed ambassador of good
will. Each member should go out of
his way to make the beginner feel
welcome. A word of praise and encouragement will mean a lot to these
new dancers. Don't limit your friendliness to the first few dances the beginner attends. A beginner needs lots
of encouragement for many weeks.

dozen different clubs into contact with
one another. This is a simple, but
effective way of promoting the Square
Dance hobby.
A social hour before, after, or in
the middle of a club dance is another
effective way to promote friendships
and Square Dancing in general.
Snacks and beverages are served and
good old fashioned chitchat is the
order of the evening. The social hour
should not be underestimated. It is the
perfect time for new members and old
to get acquainted. It is also an excellent time to discuss problems, or new
ideas for expanding the interest in
Square Dancing. Some clubs have their
business meetings informally during
the social hour. These clubs have
found that the relaxed atmosphere enables even the shyest member to voice
his opinions. Talking things over, listening to new views and airing problems helps to clear the dancing atmosphere of the old pests of unnecessary
unfriendliness and antagonism.

Encourage inter-club activities. This
stimulates interest and adds a new
dimension to club activity. Square
Dancers are friendly. They like to
meet new people and make new
friends. Visits between local clubs is
a very good way to promote new
friendships.

Talking is one of the simplest yet
most effective mediums for promoting any hobby. The more Square
Dancing is mentioned in conversation,
the more people will become aware of
its importance and potentialities.
Don't hide your hobby under a cloak
of silence — tell others about it. Let
them know how much fun you have
and what personal benefits you get
from your dancing.

Many clubs have traveling trophies
or other "gimmicks" they award or
forfeit to visiting clubs. The visiting
club then keeps the trophy until it
is repossessed by the original club, or
captured by another club visiting them.
This "gimmick" brings as many as a

Promote your Square Dancing
hobby audibly, visibly and actively.
Share your enjoyment with others. Be
friendly and courteous to fellow dancers and beginners. In other words be a walking promotion for Square
Dancing.
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FINEST TOP GRADE QUALITY — FULLY GUARANTEED!

NEW from
Dance Record Center

Imported

MONITOR
SPEAKER
will operate perfectly with BOGEN, NEWCOMB, or
CALIFONE Systems that have Monitor Outlets
LIST PRICE

$75

; I

;

NET PRICE

$495°
- _ 1!

COMPLETE READY TO OPERATE

•

14 Watts of High Fidelity

•

•

Frequency range 50 to 15,000
Cycles with tone controls

• Can be shipped anywhere
parcel post

Plastic covered Mahogany case

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 BROAD STREET

NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY

erfore Ames Workshop
SQUIRREL CAGE

by Fred Applegate, La Mesa, Calif.
Two and three a right and left thru
Turn your girls and chain 'em, too
No. one lady, chain to the right
Hurry up, girls, don't' take all night
New no. two couple, bow and swing
The other six just make a ring
Circle half then cut it short
No. four couple, rip and snort
Pull 'em thru and make a line
(facing the lonesome couple)
Forward six and back in time
The center two do a half sashay
Go into the middle, then back away
Square thru the opposite two, threequarters 'round
The other four bend the line, star thru
the one you found
Those who can square thru threequarters the world
The outside four Calif. twirl
Now dive thru and square thru
Three-quarters 'round to beat the band
Allemande left . . .
LUCKY'S WIGGLE WORM

by Johnny Sauer, El Cajon, Calif.
One and three lead to the right
Circle up four, don't take all night
The head gents break and make a line
Go forward up and back you reel
Now pass thru and wheel and deal
The inside four Calif. twirl
Now star thru, then right and left
thru
Two ladies chain across from you
Go forward up and back
Now pass thru and bend the line
Then pass thru and the lines divide
Pass by two and line up four
Go forward up and back
All eight U turn back
Then shake the dice and star thru
Go forward up and back
Double star thru in front of you
You're facing out, so bend the line
Pass thru and U turn back
Cross-trail thru and U turn back
Cross-trail thru, left allemande . .

JERICO

Dave Taylor, Detroit, Mich.
Record: Windsor No. 4807 — Instrumental/calls by Dave Taylor.
Opener, Break and Closer:
Allemande left and won't cha go,
right and left then do-paso
Her by the left and the corner right,
and your partner left hand so
Go back to the corner, she's your pet,
turn her by the right, the men star
left
Once around that ring you go, star
promenade your pet
Well, the inside out and the outside
in, gonna let those ladies star
Now spread out side, do a frontier
whirl, promenade from where you
are
Take your lady to Jerico, Jerico, Jerico
Swing the lady in Jerico, 'til the walls
come a-tumblin' down.
By

Figure:

Head two couples do a half-sashay,
star thru across from you
Do a right and left thru with the outside two, now turn 'em and dive on
thru
You star thru then square thru, four
hands 'round the set
Here comes corner, swing at corner,
got a brand new pet
Four ladies promenade that ring, go
dancin"round you know
Well, box the gnat when you get
home, promenade to Jerico
"Joshua fought the battle of Jerico,
Jerico, Jerico
'Joshua fought the battle of Jerico,
and the walls came a-tumblin'
down."
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)
SQUARE DANCE WORKSHOP is edited by
FRED BAILEY. Mail contributions to AMERICAN
SQUARES, 2514 - 16th Street, Moline, Illinois.
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TIDAL WAVE

HEEBY JEEBIES

by Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo.

by John Ward, Alton, Kan.

The head two couples bow and swing
Promenade the outside ring
Half-way 'round, that's what you do
Down the middle a right and left
thru
Opposite girl, do-sa-do go all the way
'round
Make an ocean wave when you come
down
Rock it up and rock it back
Cross-trail and U turn back
Dixie chain, don't take all night
Lady go left, the gent go right
Around one, into the center and box
the gnat
Cross-trail and U turn back
Pass thru, split two and line up four
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Join hands, arch in the middle and the
ends turn in
Right and left thru and turn 'em
again
Opposite girl, do-sa-do go all the way
'round
Make an ocean wave when you come
down
Rock it up and rock it back
Cross-trail and U turn back
Pass thru, right and left thru the outside two
Dive thru, square thru
Three-quarters 'round, count 'em man
Allemande left . . .
SEVEN COME ELEVEN
By Joe Barcelow, Ionia, Mich.
Heads go forward and back with you
Forward again, star thru and pass thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Turn your girl and star thru
Pass thru, bend the line
Forward and back, keep it nice
Pass thru and shake the dice
Right and left thru, turn your Sue
Star thru and pass thru
Bend the line, keep it nice
Pass thru and shake the dice
Right and left thru, turn your Sue
Insides arch, dive thru, pass thru
Allemande left . . .
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Now one and two swing you do
While three and four right and left
thru
Just turn the girls with an arm
around
No. one gent go 'cross the town
Circle up three, you're doing fine
The gents will break and make a line
The lonesome lady go up and back
Lead on out to the right of the track
Circle up three, you're doing fine
The ladies break and make a line
That lonesome couple, don't hesitate
Calif. twirl, then separate
Walk around three and make a big
ring
And circle up eight like everything
Allemande left . . .
SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL
By Ed Michl, Coshocton, Ohio

Record: Top No. 25025 — Instrumental 'calls by Ed Michl.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Allemande your corner, turn your own
with a catch all eight
Back with the left, full turn around
your date
Four ladies chain, chain, chain, straight
across the square
Chain 'em right on back again, do a
do-paso, start from there
Turn corner by the right, your partner left hand swing
Gents star right, it's once around the
ring (pass your girl)
Left allemande — gonna weave the
town
Go 'round and 'round 'till your own
you've found
Take your sugar, promenade her home
Nobody stole your gal.
Figure:
Allemande left your corner girl and
do-sa-do your pet
One and three square thru, four hands
around you bet
To the outside two make a right hand
star, turn that star around
Heads star left in the center, go once
around, pick up your corner
Star promenade around the ring
Back out and circle left again

Men left square thru four hands
around
Left allemande, do-sa-do your own
Take your corner, promenade her
home
Somebody stole your gal.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)
CANDY COATED

TURN RIGHT

By Bill Peterson, Detroit, Mich.
Heads cross-trail, both turn right
Around just two, make a line
Go forward eight and back
Cross-trail but U turn back
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande ...

NORMAN

by John Ward, Alton, Kan.

By Marshall Hippo, Abilene, Tex.

The head ladies go up and back to
town
Now star by the right three-quarters
'round
Circle up three, you're doing fine
The ladies break to make the line
The side gents put both arms around
Promenade both girls, go half-way
'round
The lonesome men up and back you
run
Pass thru, turn right, go 'round just
one
Stand four in line here's what we do
All four men do a left square thru
Count four hands inside the land
Guess who? — left allemande .. .

Record: Blue Star No. 1596 — Instrumental calls by Marshall Flippo.

MOON-BEAM

by Fred Bailey, N. Las Vegas, Nev.
Promenade, but don't slow down
One and three, you wheel around
Right and left thru, two by two
Right and left back across the track
One and four a half square thru while
Two and three star thru, then pass
thru
Those who can, star thru and pass
thru
All four couples Calif. twirl
Circle left, go 'round the world
The gents roll left, a half sashay
Circle to the left in the same old way
All four couples Calif. twirl
Sunnyside out, circle to the right
Then circle left, go 'round the room
The heads separate, SHOOT THE
MOON
In the middle, you square thru
Four hands around and when you're
thru
Cut across, left allemande . . .

Figure:
Head couples promenade half way
'round
Right and left thru, across the town
And then you half square thru and
then you docey 'round
Swing awhile with Norman . . .
You promenade around that ring you
go
Heads wheel around and then you dosa-do
And then you cross trail thru, left
allemande
Grand right and left and then
You meet this girl and then you do-sado, swing you know, how you go
You promenade and then you'll miss
her so
She'll go home with Norman.
Break:

Four ladies promenade around you
know
Do-sa-do the gent you know
And then the gents star left and hurry
don't be slow
She will swing with Norman . . .
Star promenade around that ring and
then
Gents back out and then those four
ladies chain
You turn 'em left and chain 'em right
back home
Turn 'em left, join hands circle left
and then
You circle left go around the land,
left allemande, she'll swing her man
You promenade that lady home again
Or she'll go home with Norman.
(Sequence: Figure twice for heads,
Break, Figure twice for sides.)
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Sfoore Danes Workshop

NEW
BASICS
MIDWEST
•

"AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS
Newcomb p.a. equipment
4148 - 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 7, Minn. TA-3-4662

•

ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
order by post card — we'll bill you
3942 W. North Avenue
Chicago 47, III. CA-7-1072

•

ART'S RADIO DOC
s/d records and Califones
409 Second Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

•

CALLERS & DANCERS SUPPLIES
p.a. units — records — badges
11041 So. Tolman Avenue
Chicago 55, III. BE 3-5527

•

ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP
most complete s/d shop in Midwest
3701 W. 10th Street
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098

•

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
charge accounts invited
3414-16 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671

•

SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
square and round dance records
Rt. No. 2, Box 15
Rapids City, S. Dak. 343-2517

•

SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP
clothing and records
6508 Ogden Avenue
Berwyn, Illinois

•

SQUARE YOUR SETS
serving dancers since 1947
P.O. Box 262
Moline, Illinois, 764-0153
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New "basics" add variety and interest to square
dancing. Some become a permanent part of our
activity, some die a fast death. Each month
a current proposed "basic" is explained and
workshopped for your consideration.

HIT THE DECK BASIC
By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Mich.
Normally done from two lines of
four facing either in or out. In
any combination ( i.e., two girls, two
boys, the center two, or the end two)
the two dancers designated step forward and become a couple. The other
two slide together behind them to become another couple. The direction
the dancers are facing is not changed
by this movement. At the completion
of the basic, the square will be in
either a double pass thru or a completed double pass thru position.
COAST GUARD
By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Mich.

Heads to the right, circle four
Head gents break, line up four
Forward eight and back by heck
Pass thru, center two HIT THE DECK
First couple left, next one right
Line up four, watch your neck
Pass thru, center two HIT THE DECK
First couple left, next one right
Line up four, watch your neck
Pass thru, center two HIT THE DECK
First couple left, next one right
Right and left thru across the night
Cross-trail thru, watch it, man
Allemande left, left allemande . . .
DRESS PARADE
By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Mich.

Promenade, but don't slow down
Keep on a-walking your girl around

Two and four wheel around,
Right and left thru the two you found
Just the girls HIT THE DECK, double
pass thru
First couple left, the next couple right
Box the gnat with the first in sight
Just the ends HIT THE DECK, double
pass thru
First couple left, the next couple right
Box the gnat with the first in sight
Just the boys HIT THE DECK, double
pass thrill
First couple left, the next couple right
Box the gnat with the first in sight
The center two HIT THE DECK,
double pass thru
First couple left, the next couple right
Left square thru the first in sight
Count four hands, start looking, man
Allemande left .

EAST
•

EDITH MURPHY'S PROM. SHOP

latest records on approval
% Square Acres
East Bridgewater, Mass.
•

DANCE RECORD CENTER

fastest service — biggest stock
1159 Broad Street

MARINER

Newark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024

By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Mich.
One and three lead to the right
Right and left thru, then half-sashay
Box the gnat across the way
Circle up four, you're doing fine
The head gents break to form a line
Forward eight, back by heck
Just the girls HIT THE DECK
Double pass thru
First couple left, the next one right
Pass thru and bend the line
Star thru, then double pass thru
Lead couple Calif. twirl, star thru
Cross-trail, left allemande . . .

•

RECORD CENTER

folk-square-educational records
2581 Piedmont Road, N. E.
Atlanta 5, Ga.

WEST
•

AQUA RECORD SHOP

largest s/d record stock in NW
1230% Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle 9, Wash. AT-4-9966
•

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE

send 4c stamp for our new catalog
P.O. Box 7176
Phoenix, Arizona

SEA SCOUT
By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Mich.

One and three lead to the right
Circle up four, don't take all night
Head gents break to form a line
Forward eight, back by heck
Pass thru, boys HIT THE DECK
First couple left, the next one right
Pass thru and bend the line
Just the girls half-sashay
Star thru across the way
First couple left, the next one right
Left square thru the first in sight
Four hands 'round, count 'em, man
Allemande left . . .

•

SQUARE DANCE SQUARE

we have "pops" for rounds
1928 W. Valley Blvd.
Alhambra, Calif.

CANADA
•

CANADIAN MUSIC SALES CORP.

largest stock in Canada
58 Advance Road
Toronto 18, Ontario
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Rogod &Pee Worksi
CHOP SUEY POLKA
By Dottie and Van VanderWalker
Position: Open-facing for intro. Varsouvianna for dance.
Record: Blue Star No. 1592.
Footwork: Identical throughout.
Meas:
Introduction:
1-4 Wait: Wait, Bal Apart, -, Tch, -;
Bal. Together, -; Tch, -; (To Vars
Pas)

In open facing pos, wait 2 Meas;
both bal apart on L, tch R to L;
bal together on R ft turning to face
LOD and taking vars pos, tch L to
R;
Dance:

2 CCW two steps around.
13-16 Two Step Around: Two Step Around: Walk, -, 2, -, 3, -, 4, -;

Continue the CCW turn with 2
more two steps to end with M facing
RLOD & W facing LOD: retain L
hands the M makes a tight spot Lface turn as step on L to face LOD
and assume Vars pos while the W
steps fwd in LOD on L, both then
continue to walk fwd in LOD, RLR;
17-32 Repeat Action of Meas 1-16 except to end in open pos both facing
LOD.
Part B

Part A
1-4 Two-Step Fwd: Two-Step Fwd:
Open Out Two-Step: Open Out TwoStep:

In Vars pos both start on L ft do 2
two steps fwd in LOD; release R
hand holds but retaining L hand
hold the W crosses over in ft of the
M with 2 two-steps to face RLOD
while the M does 2 two-steps in
place and still facing LOD;
5-B Buzz Sashay, -, 2, -, 3, -, 4, -; TwoStep Around: Two-Step Around

Releasing L hand holds, sashay
across, both to their L and passing
face to face by pushing with R, stepping side on L, pushing with R,
stepping to side on L, pushing with
R, stepping to side on L, pushing
with R, stepping to side on L, (hold
hands about shoulder high and snap
fingers for buzz sashay ) join R
hands and do 2 CW two-steps around making a 1/2 turn to end
with M on outside of circle facing
RLOD, W on inside facing LOD:
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9-12 Buzz Sashay, -, 2, -, 9, -, 4, -;
Two-Step Around: Two Step-Around
Repeat 5-8 but pushing with L ft
and moving to R join L hands do

1-4 Step, -, Kick, -; Step, -, Kick, -;
Two-Step Fwd: Two-Step Fwd:
In open pos step fwd in LOD on L,

kick R across in front of L; step
fwd on R, kick L across in front of
R; do 2 two steps fwd in LOD;
3-8 Chase Two-Step: Chase Two-Step:
Chase Two-Step: Maneuver TwoStep:

Releasing hands both turn 1 ,-'4 Lface and do 2 two steps fwd twd
COH with the W chasing the M,
turning L-face on the 2nd two step
to reverse the chase pos; the M now
chases the W out twd the wall with
2 two steps, both turn on the 2nd
two step to take open pos facing
LOD, a L-face turn;
9-16 Repeat Action of Meas 1-8 of
Part B.
Part C
1-4 Slide In, -, 2, -; 3, -, 4- ,; Slide Out,
-, 2, -; 3, -, 4, -;
Moving diag twd COH do 4 slide-

close steps, slide L fwd, close R,

slide L fwd, close R, slide L
fwd, close R, slide L fwd, do
not close R but start to step thru
and turning to face diag twd wall;
repeat the slide on a diag twd the
wall and starting with the R ft;
end in open pos facing LOD.
5-8 Step, -, Tch, -; Step, -, Tch, -;
Change Places Two Step Change
Places Two Step

Step on L, tch R across in ft of L;
step on R, tch L across in ft of R,
release hands, the M does 2 two
steps across twd the wall and turning R-face while the W does 2 two
steps across twd the COH turning
L-face, assume open pos both facing
RLOD:
9-16 Repeat Action of Meas 1-8 of
Part C starting in RLOD to End in
Vars Pos on Meas 16 to Start the
Dance Over.
TAG: Two Step FWD: Two Step
FWD: Walk, 2, 3, Face, Close Chug:

In open pos do 2 two steps fwd in
LOD; walk fwd LRL face, close R
to L and Chug.
Sequence: Intro, Part A, Part B, Part
C, Part A, Part B, Part C, TAG.
IDA

by Dena M. Fresh
Record: Lloyd Shaw No. 246.
Position: Facing, both hands joined,
M's back to COH.
Footwork: Opposite. Instructions for
M; W does counterpart.
Measures:
Introduction:

Intro: There are five measures of introduction (4,4 time). Wait 3 meas.
in open pos; on meas 4 - 5, bal away,
-, touch, -; bal to face, -, touch, Dance:
1-2 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side,
Close, Cross, -;

Step to side in LOD on L (W's R ),

ALBUMS FOR SQUARE DANCERS
**

YES! ALL KINDS OF SQUARE DANCERS
SH 1001 to 1005 for those who want a challenge
dance
SH 1006 for the beginners
SH 1007 for those who want a fun level dance

TRY THEM - THEY ARE FOR YOU
be sure you have all our latest releases and our albums
* *

SUNNY HILLS RECORDS
1600 SUNNY CREST

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

close R to L, step L to side again,
touch R beside L; step to side in
RLOD on R, close L to R, cross R
over L, and hold;

11-12 Step, Close, Step, Brush; Step,
Close, Step, Brush;
Step fwd L, close R to L, step fwd
L, brush R fwd (W opp); Repeat,
starting on R.

3-4 Turn Away, 2, 3, Brush; On Around, 2, 3, Brush;
Release hands and turn sol away
from partner (M to L, W to R) L,R,
L, brush R; complete the turn R, L,
R, brush L, to face partner and rejoin both hands;

13-16 Two-Step; Two-Step; Step,
Close, Step, Brush; Step, Close, Step,
Brush
Repeat meas 9 - 12.

5-8 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side,
Close, Cross, -; Turn Away, 2, 3,
Brush; On Around, 2, 3, Brush;
Repeat Meas 1 - 4, ending in closed
position, M's back to COH.
9-10 Two, -, Step, -; Two, -, Step, -;
In closed position, do two slow Rf ace turning two-steps, once around. Release M's L and W's R
hands, leave M's R arm around W's
waist, W's L arm on M's shoulder.
Face LOD.

17-18 Heel, Step, Toe, Touch; Heel,
Step, Point, Point;
Touch L heel (toe up in front (W
touch R heel), leaning back, step
on L beside R, touch R toe in back,
leaning well fwd, touch R toe beside L; touch R heel in front and
lean hack, step on R, point L diagonally fwd, point L fwd.
19-20 Step, Close, Step, Brush; Step,
Close, Step, Brush;
Repeat meas 11-12;
21-24 Heel, Step, Toe, Touch; Heel,
Step, Point, Point; Step, Close, Step,
Brush; Step, Close, Step, Brush;
Repeat meas 17-20;

The "BIG DADDY" of 'em All
15th Annual

ROCKY MT.
SQUARE DANCE CAMP
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
atop Lookout Mountain in cool Colorado

JULY 15 - AUGUST 12
Johnny LeClair

(four separate weeks)

Wally Schultz

Partial Staff: Ray Smith, Johnny LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, Tex Brownlee, Wally Schultz, Ernie Gross,
Jonny Jones, Gaylon Shull, Edna & Gene Arnfield, Helen & Bob Smithwick plus many others.

Only $60.00 per person for a full 7-day week.
Write PAUL KERMIET, Rt. 3, Golden, Colorado, for particulars.

617„,

4s

MERICAN

SUBSCRIPTION
2514 - 16th Street
Moline, Illinois
Phone: 762-9444
SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE • FOLK DANCE

NAME (print)
ADDRESS
ZONE
STATE
CITY
0 Check
El New
1 Year (12 issues) $3.50
T7 Money Order
❑ Renewal
2 Years (24 issues) $6.50
' 1 Cash
Date
3 Years (36 issues) $9.00
(Add 50c a year for Canadian and Foreign)
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25-28 Side, Behind, Side, Brush; Side,
Behind, Side, Brush (pivot); Side,
Behind, Side, Brush; Side, Behind,
Side, Brush;

Release hands and vine twd COH
(W twd wall) starting to L on M's L,
step behind L on R, step to side on
L, brush R; repeat in opposite direction, starting M's R and moving
twd partner, pivoting to face on
the "brush"; in butterfly position,
vine twd LOD, step to side on L,
step R behind L, step to side on L,
brush R; repeat, starting M's R and
moving RLOD;
29-32 Two-Step; Two-Step;Twirl, -, 2,
-; 3, -, 4, -;

In closed position do 2 R-face turning two-steps, making one complete revolution; as M takes four
slow steps (L, R, L, R, -) in
LOD, W twirls under her own R
and M's L arm. Maneuver into starting positon and repeat dance two
more times. End with a bow.

THE

"GO"

LABEL

presents two new gay, lighthearted recordings.
Both are written and called by Allie Morvent,
with a flip side instrumental by Eva Nichols and
her Lone Star Ramblers.
"CHEWING GUM"
(Does your chewing gum lose its flavor on the
bedpost overnight?)
and
"LITTLE LIZA JANE"
("Y'All Sing")
Still going strong — "PRAIRIE MOON" and "5. S.
LURELINE" strong and clear. Well timed for your
dancing pleasure.

TO
OUR
RECORD
REVIEWER
by PAT PENDING
Reviews of records hit their mark
Which call a spade a spade
Which do not pull a single punch
Penned sharp and unafraid
By one who has no axe to grind
Who really knows his stuff
Who praises those that merit praise
But treats the poor ones rough
Fortune surely smiles on us
As time goes fleeting by
To have a column every month
Of best records to buy.

attention:
SQUARE
DANCE
STORES

JEwELRy
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

TO YOU I
Write on Made by Square Dancers
For Square Dancers
your letterhead

for assortment
of Returnable
Samples

Pins, Bracelets, Pendants, Earrings, Bolos, Key Chains, Belt
Buckles, Car Emblems, Etc.

FRANK L. WILMARTH CO.

6 Curtis St., East Providence 14, R.I.

4#i Youiiiatiast . . .
TO NEW or EXPERIENCED CALLERS-- Examine for 15 Days Without Obligation
IA

kes ?a

edeei,"

Written by Don Bell and Bob Dawson
We know you will thoroughly appreciate this BRAND NEW comprehensive
textbook teaching

"TOMORROW'S CALLING METHODS TODAY."
15 .1.1y ; after you receive the book seed 59.65 purchase oricc> or return the book. Order no,

THE KEYS TO CALLING —

4715 Greenwich Drive, Sarasota, Horida
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• ST. PAUL CARNIVAL — Minnesota's big winter event is the annual
St. Paul Winter Carnival Square
Dance, which attracts dancers and
callers from nearby states and provinces of Canada. The 1962 Carnival
Square Dance was the 14th Annual
Dance.
JUST RECORDED

"JONESY"
No. 906

SWEET SUE
with call by "Jonesy"
flip instrumental

BOB VAN ANTWERP
No. 907

THAT OLD GANG OF MINE
with call by Bob
flip instrumental

JERRY HELT
No. 908

TOO OLD
with call by Jerry
flip instrumental
Music by FRANK MESSINA
and THE MAVERICKS

Minnesota is promoting a Convention Train for the 11th National
Square Dance Convention in Miami
Beach this June. Plans call for joining
the Iowa train at Des Moines. Contact Grace and Stan Taft, 2428 Colfax
Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn. for more
information. — Lynn Woodward
• TOLEDO SNOWBALL — Toledo
area Round Dancers recently held a
"Snow Ball," under the direction of
Frank and Phyllis Lehnert and Jim
and Lois Coy, local round dance instructors. Each dancer received a program for the evening which included
rounds of the month, advanced dances,
oldies and mixers. — Lois B. Coy
• KANSAS FESTIVAL — The 7th
Annual Southwest Kansas Square
Dance Festival will be held in the
Dodge City Municipal Auditorium
April 6 and 7. Harper Smith of Celina, Texas will serve as M.C. Live
music, Southwestern Kansas callers,
and exhibitions will be featured. -

Charles Leet

A

MAC GREGOR
RECORDS
729 S. Western Avenue
Los Angeles 5, California
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• LORE MOVES — Merrbach Record Service of Houston, Texas is now
the national distributor for Lore Records. In the future Lore will feature
many callers, providing an opportunity for new callers to show their abilities, according to Norman Merrbach.
Callers interested in recording for Lore
should contact Norman Merrbach,
P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Tex.

FROM

erclitik

ER-1°
• OMAHA CONVENTION—Omaha, Nebraska will hold its 2nd Seven
State Square Dance Convention, May
25-26, at the Civic Auditorium. Participating in the event will be callers
and dancers from Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, South Dakota and Nebraska. A Callers' Panel,
Square and Round Dance Workshops,
a Hot Hash Hall and every level of
Square Dancing will be featured during the two day event. For further information write to: Glenn Lapham,
4971 So. 42nd St., Omaha, Neb.

It's GREAT! — It WORKS!
YOU CAN TAKE YOUR TEACHER
HOME WITH YOU!
On our current, beautiful, pure vinyl 45s — on a
separate band inside the music band—Don Armstrong takes you through one complete sequence
of the dance, telling you what to do next just
before you have to do it. It's magic!
Our current series constitutes a complete, varied
round-dance program:

No. 241 SUNRISE SERENADE
a square dancers' fun round, with a solo grand
square.

No. 242 ON THE CAROUSEL
a great fun mixer, complete with calliope.

No. 243 VAYA CON DIOS
a tall, lovely, wonderful waltz.

No. 244 WALTZ BALLONET
sweetest of waltz mixers, and not a waltz step
in itl

No. 245 THE ROSE OF TRALEE
a smooth, smooth, basic, easy beginners' waltz.

No. 246 IDA

• MUSCATINE NITE OWLS The Third Annual Nite Owl Dance
'will be held in Muscatine, Iowa,
March 10, at the National Guard
Armory. The event is sponsored by the
Circle and Star Square Dance Club of
Muscatine. For additional information
contact: Vince Beckey, 1104 Isett Ave.,
Muscatine, Iowa.
• OHIO TRAIL DANCE — The
Southwestern Ohio Square Dancer's
Federation is sponsoring a Trail
Dance, June 10, at Cincinnati's Coney
Island, Moonlight Gardens. Frankie
Lane of Lawrence, Kansas will be the
featured caller for the event. For further information contact: Dean Myer,
7182 Paddison Road, Cincinnati 30,
Ohio. — Phyllis Snodgrass
• ALEXANDRIA FESTIVAL March 30 and 31 are the dates for the
3rd Annual Cenla Square Dance Festival in Alexandria, La. Herbert Kraushaar, Chairman of the event, announced Royce Barfield, Mel Holly
and Allie Morvent will M.C. the dancing. Opal and Chuck Goodman will
conduct the Round Dance session. Plan
now to attend.

the cutest syncopated two-step of the decode.
Ask for our new catalog.

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Spring, Colorado.

41,2

RN SHOP

_1557 WESTERN AVE. - — _
TOLEDO 9, OHIO

4110

C

Newcomb AmTAFfiers
Square and Round Dance Records,
Western Apparel ( Illat

_----

JOHN FRIES — EV 5-4741_

ONE STOP
FOR ALL YOUR RECORD NEEDS
complete stocks — 45's — 78's — LP's — squares
rounds — latin — pop -- classical — jazz — kiddy

All ACCESSORIES
carrying cases — needles — cleaner — cloths
Califones — diplomas — pins — you name it
CATALOGS AVAILABLE

FASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 592

GLENDALE, ARIZONA
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presents
No. 825
GRAND SQUARE
and
ZACATECAS MARCH
grand square and grand march

• INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
— The First International Square
Dance Festival will be held in Long
Beach, Calif., July 20-22. Sponsored
by the South Coast Assn. of Square
Dance Clubs, the International Festival is expected to draw over 10,000
participants from all parts of the
world. Popular recreational attractions
are available to all participants. Long
Beach is located only 20 minutes from
the famous tourist attractions of Disneyland, Marineland and Knott's
Berry Farm. For more information
write: International S/D Festival,
Box 8156, Long Beach, Calif.

instrumentals on 45 rpm
No. 900
ALABAMA JUBILEE
called by Mike Michele
flip instrumental
45 rpm

WESTERN JUBILEE RECORDS

• BATTLE CREEK FESTIVAL The Battle Creek Area Square Dance
Assn. will hold its Annual Spring
Festival on March 31. Ed Gilmore of
Yucaipa, Calif. will be the featured
caller. Write to Vi Stanley, 423 Emmet St., Battle Creek, Mich. for tickets. — George A. Moore

Rt. No. 5, Box 693J—Phoenix 41, Ariz.

Become a nationwide square

0

dance recording star . . .
Callers, instrumentalists, bands have
your tape recordings pressed on 45
rpm records by a professional studio.

0

National distribution guaranteed. Small

0

complete details.

investment - big profits. Write for

FREDLO RECORDING STUDIOS

• WESTERN STATES CONVENTION — The first Western States
Square Dance Convention will take
place May 24-26 in Las Vegas, Nev.
The purpose of the convention is to
provide dancers in the western states
with a regional convention. An attendance of 6,000 to 10,000 is anticipated at the Las Vegas Convention
Center for this event. For more information write to Fred Bailey, 2712
Holmes Ave., N. Las Vegas, Nev.

2224 East 12th Street, Davenport, Iowa

VELCO

STOP

MEANS SAFETY

SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
US

NO DUST — NO PARRAFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO•DOWN
or

Sa.DOVIlk
ay

WOO

11 OZ. CAN SPEEDUP
•• Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
LSO (Calif. only
J. V. SUPPLY
P.O.Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.
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• INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION — The Toronto and District
Square Dance Assn. is sponsoring the
Toronto International Square Dance
Convention in the Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, Canada on May 17-19. Al
Brundage, Les Gotcher, Jerry Helt and
Frankie Lane are the featured callers.
Frank and Carolyn Hamilton and Don
Wilson will do the honors for rounds.
For information and reservations
write: Betty Farrar, 167 Yonge
Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada.

• BAILEY TOURS — Fred Bailey,
AMERICAN SQUARES Workshop
Editor, is planning a summer tour
through the West, Midwest, East, and
Northwest from May to August. Any
groups interested in having Fred call
a special dance in their city during this
time should contact him at: 2712
Holmes Ave., N. Las Vegas, Nev. Fred
reports his schedule is about completed but additional dances can still
be included.

new releases
NO. 1015
DO IT YOURSELF RED WING
CALLER: BILLY LEWIS

NO. 1016
I'M KINDA GONNA WANTA
SWING WITH YOU
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST

• TOLEDO JAMBOREE — The
Toledo Sports Arena will be the scene
of the All-Day Promenade Jamboree
to be held April 8. The Jamboree proceeds will go to finance Promenade
Magazine, which is circulated free to
all dancers affiliated with the Toledo
Area Callers Assn. All dancers from
near-by states are invited to attend.
For further information write to:
Promenade, 2214 Crystal, Maumee,
Ohio. — Jo Peters

NOW ON 45 RPM

NO. 1006
PRETTY LITTLE THING
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST

No. 1008
SHE LIKES DANCING THAT WAY
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST

all flip instrumentals
RHYTHM OUTLAWS BAND

KALOX RECORD DIST. CO.
316 Starr St., Dallas 3, Tex.

• ALABAMA JUBILEE — The 9th
Annual Alabama Jubilee will be held
April 6 and 7 at the Municipal Auditorium in Birmingham, Ala. Earl
Johnston, Lee Helsel and Max Forsyth
will do the calling. Nita and Manning
Smith will conduct Round Dance sessions. Activities are planned for teenagers at the YWCA by the Junior
Birmingham Square Dance Assn.
while the Jubilee is in prograss. Joan Landram

DELL RON JEWELRY
IN LIFETIME PLASTIC

Earrings — Bolo Tie Slide — Frontier
Tie Slide — Cuff Links — Necklaces
Black—White—Green- Blue—Red—Yellow
Round — Square — Oval — Rectangular

Only $1.10 inc. Fed Tax.
(Calif. residents add 4'

• TAR HEEL SQUARE-UP — The
Third Tar Heel Square-Up will be
held in the Haynes Gymnasium in
Winston-Salem, N.C. on March 30-31.
Out-of-state callers working with the
Carolina callers will assure the dancers of fun from the first dance Friday
evening until the last on Saturday.
A successful Round Dance Jamboree
sponsored by the North Carolina Folk
and Square Dance Federation was held
February 24 in Elon College, N.C. Elizabeth Bennett

sales tax)

Dell Ron, Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE
BE
509 HAIR OF GOLD
flip — calls by Marvin Shilling

1102 COLORADO TRAIL
flip — calls by Don Franklin

703 LITTLE JOE THE WRANGLER
flip — calls by Buzz Brown

LIGHTNING S RECORD CO.
La Veto, Colo.

ALL NEW BOGEN VP-10

99.50

Reg. $129.10

$

F.O.B.
CHICAGO

Portable Record Player and
Complete Sound System .
Plays all records up to 12" – all 4 speeds and
variable speed control. Automatic phono start.
Wide-range 10-watt peak amplifier. Complete
sound system in single easy-to-carry case with
heavy•duty 12" speaker and 25 ft. cable, all for
less than $100.
FREE MIKE! Enclose entire amount ($99.50)
check or M.O. and receive a fine quality Amerisatisfaction
can-made mike as bonus. No risk

• CHICAGOLAND FESTIVAL The event of the year for Chicago area
Round Dancers will be the Round
Dance Festival and Workshop to be
held May 20 at the Downers Grove
High School. Carolyn and Frank
Hamilton will be the featured Round
Dance leaders. All Round Dancers are
cordially invited to attend. For tickets
and information contact: George Clements, 1110 Clonton Ave., Oak Park,
Ill. — Edna and Gene Arnfield
•
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE — The
Merry Mixer Club, Sudbury, Ontario,
Canada sponsored an open dance in
the MacLeod Public School to recruit
new members for Square Dancing recently. Admission for dancers was one
non-dancing couple. The results were
15 new sets of dancers. Nothing pays
off as well as personal contact.—Ruby
Bellamy

guaranteed or money back.

CALLERS SOUND SERVICE
11041 So. Tolman Ave., Chicago SS, Illinois

arm
SQUARE DANCE DRESSES

• CALIFORNIA ROUNDS — The
Round of the Month for Round Dancers for Northern California during
February was YOGI. Candidates for
Round of the Month for Square Dancers were AIN'T CHA GLAD by the
Jessens and SAM'S SONG by the Garretts. — Peggy and Beryl Lewis

Why settle for anything less when an original
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Showroom" and compare the quality, styling and
value. You'll be amazed at the savings.

BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court — Miami 37,

Ha.

Travel 100 miles each
way (one square or
more) to attend club or
open dance. For application form writs:

WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash.
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• MICHIGAN SQUARAMA—The
5th Annual Michigan Squarama will
be held March 31, in the Brendel
School, Grand Blanc, Mich. Proceeds
from the Squarama will go to the
Cancer Foundation. — Verne Callahan
• AURORA NITE OWLS — The
Swinging Squares of Aurora, Ill. will
sponsor the First Annual Nite Owl
dance in the area on March 31, in the
Home Economics Buliding, DuPage
County Fairgrounds. All net proceeds
from the dance will go to the Cancer
Fund. Callers appearing on the program are donating their services for
the evening. For further information
write to: Fred Douglas, 910 Main
Street, Aurora, Ill.

HAVE YOU TRIED THESE
NEW RELEASES

NO. 8175
SORTA WONDERING
Caller: Charlie Guy
Music: Vegas Ramblers

CLIFF
AND
SMILEY
BAND
The Cliff and Smiley Band of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma are a group
who like their music "Country Style."
The band has been together for seven
years, traveling back and forth across
half a dozen or more states to play
for State Festivals, Jamborees, jubilees
and many benefits for charitable organizations.
Says Smiley, "You really haven't
lived until you've tried playing a fiddle in a baggage car with the al' train
moving along at 90 per."
What's their philosophy of Square
Dancing? "We've but one word for
it," says Smiley, "COOPERATION!
We try to give in return what Square
Dancing has given us."

NO. 8174
IF YOU DON'T SOMEONE ELSE WILL
Caller: Jack Petri
Music: Able's Square Notes

NO. 8172
EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL

Caller: Wayne West
Music: Four Squares
NO. 8171
LITTLE DUTCH GIRL
Caller: Vernon Harris
Music: Four Squares

all flips

*
send 4c stamp for
complete listing

OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon
Phoenix 14, Ariz.
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Mar. 3: Oak Ridge, Tenn. 3rd All
Nighters S/D. Oak Terrace Ballroom, Grove Center.
Mar. 3: Amherst, Mass. 9th Ann. Intercollegiate Folk Fest. Univ. of
Mass. Student Union.
Mar. 3: Muscatine, Ia. 3rd Ann. Nite
Owl Dance. Nat'l. Guard Armory.
Mar. 8-10: Washington, D.C. 3rd Ann.
Spring S/D Fest. Sheraton-Park
Hotel.
Mar. 10: Ashland, Ore. Southern Ore.
Square Up. Southern Ore. College.
Mar. 16-18: Yuma, Ariz. Yuma County 12th Ann. S/D Fest.

Mar. 31: Riverside, M. Jamborama
VII. Riverside Youth Center.
Mar. 31: Lakeland, Fla. Cancer Benefit Dance.
Mar. 31: Bellwood, Ill. Midwest
Spring Round-up. Jefferson School.
Mar. 31: Berkley, Mich. Detroit Fed.
of Western S, , D Clubs Ann. Spring
Dance. Anderson Jr. High School.
Mar. 31: Emporia, Kan. RID Fest.
Civic Aud.
Mar. 31: Dallas, Tex. North Tex. Callers Assn. Fest. Municipal Aud.

is0A00%.10,044.0•%.0101":441004%.
COVER TAU(
A colorful banner of your club is
an excellent means of decorating the
callers platform and will always be a
good way to advertise your club's
name.

ners we have seen around the country are usually the product of one of
its members. The thought and care
displayed in these works of art shows
an enthusiasm and a feeling, "I'm glad
to be a member."

Ordinarily these banners would be
very costly if made by a professional
business firm, but the beautiful ban-

See page 9 for some helpful hints
on how to make a banner attractive
and an easy task, by Ray Moeglich,
who is also our cover artist this month.

Mar. 23: St. Petersburg, Fla. Fest. of
States Dance.
Mar. 30: Clearwater, Fla. West Coast
Assn. Dance. Roebling Hall.
Mar. 30-31: Kansas City, Kan. Heart
of America Fed. 10th Ann. SiLD
Fest. Nat'l. Guard Armory.
Mar. 30-31: Alexandria, La. 3rd Ann.
Cenla S/D Fest.
Mar. 30-31: Winston-Salem, N.C. 3rd
Tar Heel Square Up. Haynes Gymnasium.
Mar. 30-31: Colorado Springs, Colo.
Cheyenne Mt. Si D Fest. International Center, Broadmoor Hotel.

Mar. 31: Seattle, Wash. Central Puget
Sound Council. Spring Fest.
Mar. 31: Ocala, Fla. Central Fla. Workshop. City Aud.
Mar. 31: Arlington Hts., Ill. 7th Ann.
Jamboree of Swinging Squares.
South Jr. High School.
Mar. 31: Grand Blanc, Mich. 5th Ann.
Squarama. Brendel School.
Mar. 31: Battle Creek, Mich. 11th
Ann. Spring Fest.
Mar. 31: Aurora, Ill. Swinging Squares
Night Owl Dance. DuPage County
Fairgrounds.
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Advertisement,

BRAND NEW - EXCITING

SQUARE-'N-ROUND
"RECORD OF THE MONTH CLUB"
For several months, we have been hatching a new idea—"A plan for Dancers
and Callers to keep up to date with the new material — without the problems of
workshopping everything first." Also to cut down on the extra time spent keeping
up with all of the new material, while dancing and calling the best of the new
material. The problem was not an easy one to solve, and finally after many
hours of work and study, we have found a solution. Since then, we have been
planning and preparing Square-'N-Round's "Record of the Month Club," This
month we are introducing a completely new concept in Square Dancing, — A
record for both Callers and Dancers — unlimited in scope, bringing with it each
month the latest and best of the new material. Using the most modern production methods and the highest quality materials and workmanship — these
records are being made on unbreakable, 45 rpm, deep groove vinylite, for lasting
quality.
Les Gotcher will be the Caller for this series and each record will be high
intermediate to high level hash in the standard Gotcher tradition.
Each month 1 new record will be composed and released covering the most
popular square dance breaks, basics and dances from the very latest of the
new material.
The "Record of the Month" is the answer to the Caller's problem of "What's
New?", and perfect for the busy Caller, with NO TIME to workshop all of the excellent new material that is available to him. Keep up to Date with this wonderful
new series.
For Dancers too, the latest in new breaks, all workshopped, hash, dances,
gimmicks and a barrel of fun.
Complete instruction sheets with every record, of course.
The whole series of 12 records is being presented to you for only $15.00
shipped post paid. Or if you purchase them separately the cost $1.45 each.
Order the entire series now, save time and money, and be one of the first to
enjoy the benefits of this wonderful new plan.
Use the handy order form below, send it with your check to: Square-'N-Round
"Record of the Month Club," 409 South Winton Avenue, La Puente, California

Please enroll me for the Square-'N-Round Record of the Month Club. I understand my subscription covers a series of 12 records, starting with the current
release, and continuing 1 each month for the following 11 months, all shipments
post paid. My check is enclosed for $15.00. Please send to:
Name:
Address:
City and State:
Please check one:

I am a Caller

I am a Dancer

Another Startling Contribution
To The Square Dance World — From Les Gotcher Enterprises

By Frank L. Kaltman
Jerico Instrumental

WINDSOR 4807

Square Dance called by Dave Taylor
For my money, "Jerico" is the best square dance recording in the last two years.
This is a sensational record, with a lot of drive, and musically it is just about
perfect.
Fiesta Instrumental

WINDSOR 4808

Square Dance called by Bruce Johnson
"Fiesta" is a technically correct dance, and it might become popular because
of its use of the old "Ranchero" tune.
KALOX 1015

Do It Yourself Red Wing Instrumental

Square Dance called by Billy Lewis
A very nice recording of the old time singing call "Dip and Dive." "Red
Wing" is the ideal tune for this, and for those of you who have started more
recently than 1950, this dance will be a novelty. In 1948 it was the hit of the
day. It should be in every caller's repertoire.

See You In '62

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION
at the
ROYAL YORK HOTEL
Toronto, Canada

MAY 17, 18, 19, 1962

featuring
Al Brunddge, Les Gotcher, Jerry Helt, Frank Lane, Don Wilson, and
Frank and Carolyn Hamilton
Registrar and Information:
BETTY FARRAR,
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167 Yonge Blvd., Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada

I'm Kinda Gonna Wanta Swing With You Instrumental

KALOX 1016

Square Dance called by C. 0. Guest
A pleasant enough singing call.
GO 103

S. S. Lureline/Instrumental

Square Dance called by Mac McCoslin
Chewing Gum , Instrumental
Square Dance called by Allie Morvent
A very nice rhythmic call which should take hold. This is the old tune "Does
Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavor On the Bed Post Over Night?", and I
must say that it is exceedingly well called by Allie Morvent.

GO 104

GO 105

Little Liza Jane,- Instrumental

Square Dance called by Allie Morvent
Still another good one for Allie Morvent. "Little Liza Jane" is delightful,
should go far.
BLUE STAR 1597

Walk On By,'Instrumental

Square Dance called by Vaughn Parrish
Usual production number with nothing to distinguish it.
Teasing the Girls/Instrumental
Square Dance called by Vaughn Parrish
A delightfully rhythmic singing call. Should be very pleasant to dance to. Very
well called and should be a hit.

BLUE STAR 1598

PROFESSIONAL

KALLER'S
KIT
Famous Brands

1. Newcomb Record Changer
and PA System. List $366.00
2. Electra-Voice Mike.
List $72.50
3. 50 Square Dance Records.
List $72.50

LSIAL

2.

VALUE 511.0

SPECIAL ONLY $279.50
Complete • Cash
Terms Available • Immediate Delivery
Money Back Guarantee

squareLVIII111 SETS

3.
1. Newcomb TR-1640M-HF2. Two cases:
audio unit with cover; 2 two-way 50
watt speaker systems in split case, 4-speed
variable speed motor, new ceramic cartridge, sturdy crackproof plywood case.

P.O. BOX 262, MOLINE, ILLINOIS

2. Electro-Voice Model 636, chrome finish,
lEt ft. cable, tiltoble head, "Slimair" dynamic, fully guaranteed.

FREE CATALOGS: Order all your square
or round dance records, books, sound
equipment, accessories from us.

3. 50 Brand New Records. Your choice
of SQUARE or ROUND dance. Our selection but we know you'll be pleased.
-•
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Exactly Like You Instrumental
TOP 25029
Square Dance called by Bill Peterson
Club level calling that isn't much different from every club caller. Calls like
this do not particularly lend themselves to sensational calling.
TOP 25030
Square Dance called by Ray Bohn
DASH 2536
Square Dance called by Earl Neff
A glossary singing call with reasonable competence.

Ampaola/Instrumental
Baby Face 'Instrumental

Sorta Wondering, Instrumental
OLD TIMER 8175
Square Dance called by Charley Guy
A pleasant singing call, delivered with good rhythm.
Diamonds/Instrumental
SETS IN ORDER 119
Square Dance called by Arnie Kronenberger
A singing call by Arnie Kronenberger, well recorded and well called.
Dew On The Mountain Honolulu Dolly
SETS IN ORDER 2133
Hoedowns played by Jack and Lunette
A rather dull and noisy pair of hoedowns.
Over Wheeled 'Baby Face/Concentration/Sleepy Time Gal
SETS IN ORDER 503
Square Dances called by Bob Page
A neatly called, pleasant set of dances by Bob Page. This is the new 33 RPM
compact, where for a little more you get a lot more dancing. A good buy
at 51.95.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big
YOUR LOCAL
RECORD
RisTRIBUTOF

7-

profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if
you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books and con offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details.
No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA
Old Timer Distributors
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix
CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,
Temple City

NEW JERSEY
GEORGIA
Record Distributors
Dance Record Distributors
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E., Atlanta 1159 Broad St., Newark
ILLINOIS
Heritage House
P.O. Box 62, Moline

MICHIGAN
Square Dance Specialties
CANADA
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27
Canadian Music Sales
58 Advance Rd., Toronto 18, Ont. MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
Gerry Hawley
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, 124 W. Lockwood,
St. Louis 19
Sask.
Square & Round Dance Whole- NEBRASKA
Square Dance Distributors
sale
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 1815 Douglas St., Omaha
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OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16, Bath
TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street, Houston
UTAH
Vern Yates Distributors
430 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City
WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
1230! Westlake Ave. N, Seattle 9

BOOK REVIEW
THE KEYS TO CALLING
BY DON BELL AND BOB DAWSON
144 PAGES — $9.95

REVIEWED BY HARLAN EDWARDS

This text on Square Dance Calling,
compiled by Don Bell and Bob Dawson, presents two methods which may
be followed toward the development
of a calling technique and also offers
worthwhile reading for the caller or
dancer interested in the future development of the Square Dance activity.
Bob, a professional caller and Don,
who is termed as "a relative new but
enthusiastic dancer," have blended
their talents to a work which will
prove to be controversial in only one
of the two methods for caller training.
The authors present a short background of Square Dancing mentioning
changes and development leading up
to the present Western Style of dancing, areas of confusion for the present
day caller, and what can be done to
establish a foundation upon which
the caller can build and become less
dependent on use of memorized material.
The first method presented for caller development is their Visual Method
which is a technique based on the observation of a man, his corner, and
their respective initial partners. The
Visual Method, as does the second
method they present, places a restriction on the type of commands that
may be given, but it allows the caller
to move the dancers without concern
for position so long as the caller stays

within the restrictions imposed. When
it is desired to return the square to the
"static" or "home" position these key
people are observed and their positions in relation to each other determine the rule or rules that may be
followed to acomplish that end.
Their second method, the P.S.P.
Rules Method, allows the caller more
freedom of expression but is also
bound by some restriction as to the
type of commands that may be used.
The initials of this method denote its
application to calling. Position, Sequence and Partner. The authors define this method as "a means of controlling the actions of the squares by
mentally keeping track, with each
command, of the position, the sequence, and the partner relationships."
This method is a step toward what the
authors state is "the ultimate in calling techniques," Mental Visual Calling," wherein the caller is able to see
the dancers in the mind's eye and
mentally follow his own commands
accurately.
Aside from the text material this
book treats upon prerequisites for,
fundamentals of, and other methods
of calling. This material is very well
presented and should the reader not
agree with the authors on their development of calling technique the
discussion of these topics make this
book well worth the time of all callers and dancers who are interested in
the healthy development of the Square
Dance activity.
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CLUB BANNERS
for BEGINNING WALTZERS

-

-

(concluded from page 9)

and for experts who enjoy a simple
but challenging figure to ingratiating
music:
this beautiful study in "canter" and "held" steps,
done in a perfectly basic pattern, to one of the
world's dearest tunes —

No. 245 -- THE ROSE OF TRALEE
an easy-going waltz, with the velvety texture
of rose petals.

NO. 246 — IDA — two-step
A re-issue, by request, on 45 rpm, of Dena Fresh's
popular two-step, to a favorite and irresistible
tune.

ABOUT VAYA CON DIOS (No. 243)
One teacher wrote — "What a beauty! . . .
makes you feel ten feet tall, doesn't it!"
We have new catalogs. Ask for one.

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P.O. Flow 203, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses, Peasant
Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and made to order . . Send
for brochure and name of local supplier.

- 1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
TEL. JE 8-8794

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR A FREE
SPRING - SUMMER 1962
SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE

RECORD CATALOG
It's the Square Dance Industry's
Complete Guide
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emblem or figures can he placed away
from the background at various distances.
The lighting of a banner is seldom
seen and may be an attraction. Front
lighting, back lighting and front indirect lighting (shadow box) are all
possible methods. When using front
lighting, use reflective and non reflective fabrics or paints, metalic glitter or foils. For hack lighting, frosted
acetate or lucite sheets used to distribute the light are unbreakable and effective. Glue the letters and emblem
on this surface. On-off blinker adapters may add action to the banner.
Displays with moving parts are also
a novelty. With small motors and
transformers from a toy train a real
eye catcher can be made. Keep the
moving parts light in weight and
balanced so the motor is not overworked.
If your club badge has a particular
design or shape, simulate the same pattern on your large banner.
This article has described some of
the generalities of banner making. Use
your own ideas to create an attractive
banner for your club.

WARNING!
The entire contents of AMERICAN SQUARES is copyrighted! Written permission must
be obtained before any material
can be reproduced.
We are happy to share our
material with other Square
Dancers. However, authorization
must be obtained and credit
given. Address inquires on this
subject to Arvid Olson, Editor,
AMERICAN SQUARES, 2514-16th
St., Moline, Illinois.

MAKES
-OUT IN
ROUND DANCES

"MOON RIVER".
A great team eet I1111,41C composers, Johnny Mercer and
Henry Mancini. wrote the exquisite music tor "Moon Riv
er." A great to ani of dance com
posers, DEA N and LORRAINE
ELLIS of Dallas Center, Iowa.
wrote the exciting routine for
this memorable waltz. Still anlier artist added his touch
%Own Memo liernabei and his
band recorded the music. Here.
indeed is a perfect wedding of

"DANCE,
DANCE, DANCE"

11110 ie.tI :11141 17111,
11'.

An English type waltz set to
very lovely music actually recorded in London by the full
Eric Jew)) Orchestra. CLARK
and ETI {ELWYN KUGLER of
Inglewood, Calif.. put together
the sophisticated sequence that
is challenging. vet surprisingly
easy to master. Dere is proof
positive that round dancing is
corning of age. In truth, it will
make you want to "Dance.
Dancer. Dance.-

"PEGGY"
11,•w two—h.p (,■ the highest
quality. writtco by CHARLES
and BETTYE PIM( TER of
Dallas T..\a, Cleverly con)
posed thi-. routine is only 16
measures long but every measure) is packed with action and
enjoyment. It is the first published dance by the Proctors
and a real nice one Music by
the Memo Bernabei Band.

Here now, is an easy. quick-to
learn wa
assent bled b ■
BOCK and LARRY IIITT of
San Dimas. Calif., that will instantly appeal to both square
and round dancers. Full-frequency music with a definite
waltz heat by The Rhythmates.
Basically simple, but with
enough "meat - in it to make
it a dance ()I lasting appeal.

"WALTZ LAMENT"

Windsor No. 4673
,.0

\*, 1b71
4'

JUST

FOR

•ANCING

Vac/4)0 VOLOCZES

I PON'T THINK I'LL CALL \ KISS HER IF YOU PAPE /
TO THIS YOUNG CROWD AGAIN ,/

LIQUIDATION of STOCK — Going Out of Business
ORDER your YARD GOODS and TRIMMINGS at these
LOW, LOW PRICES
while color ranges and braid patterns
arc in good supply
By the Yard

Send 250 for COSfPLETE folder with
illustrations, dress and yardage samples.

.

Cotton Georgette . . . the finest quality
Zuni Cloth . . . no-iron, semi-sheer

Regularly 81.49 yd. — Close out at SI.00 yd.
Regularly
.85 yd. — Close out at
.59 yd.

Braids ... ornamental and keyed to

Georgette and Zuni colors

.1ccessorl Trims . . . attractive and unusual

Specially Priced
Specially Priced

Orders on Our Beautiful SQUAW DRESSES
Accepted at Regular Prices

Dept. 3
1736 Crest Dr., Topeka, Kan.

